
GF83.20-P-2003I Heating circuit function 28.1.98

MODEL 220

A31 Heating system delivery unit
Automatic air conditioning 

(contains the coolant circulation 
pump and the left and right duo 
valves)

A31/1 Rear auxiliary heater supply unit
Air conditioning (contains the 
coolant circulation pump and the 

left and right duo valves)

P83.40-2043-06

P20.00-2012-79

1 End cover A Coolant return On vehicles with rear air conditioning 
(code 582)2 Expansion reservoir B Coolant supply

3 Radiator C Vent line

9 Heater heat exchanger4 Coolant thermostat D Short-circuit mode

A31/1m1 Coolant circulation pump5 Coolant pump E Combined mode

A31/1y1 Left duo valve6 Oil filter with heat exchanger F Fan mode

A31/1y2 Right duo valve7 Vent line M Motor

8 Heater heat exchanger S Windshield washer fluid reservoir 

A31m1 Coolant circulation pump

A31y1 Left duo valve

A31y2 Right duo valve

Function Vehicles with rear air conditioning (code 582)
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The coolant pump (5) pumps cold coolant through the engine. There On vehicles with rear air conditioning (code 582), heated up coolant 
the coolant absorbs engine heat and is heated up. Then the heated is also supplied to the heater heat exchanger (9) in the rear. The 
up coolant is led through the heater heat exchanger (8) where the quantity of coolant flowing through the heater heat exchanger (9) in 
heat is released into the interior air. The quantity of coolant flowing the rear is controlled by the duo valves (A31y1 and A31y2) in the 
through the heater heat exchanger (8) is controlled by the duo valves coolant return (A). The quantity of coolant can also be controlled 

(A31y1 and A31y2) in the coolant return (A). The quantity of coolant separately for the left and right side.   
can be controlled separately for the left and right side.

The coolant flows back to the coolant pump (5) via the coolant return 
(A). A far higher proportion of the coolant does not flow through the 
heater but from the engine to the coolant thermostat (4). Depending 
on the water temperature it routes the water through the radiator (3) 

or straight on to the coolant pump (5).

Duo valve, location/task/function GF83.20-P-2107I

With code 582 (rear air conditioning) GF83.20-P-2107M

Heater heat exchanger, location/task/ GF83.20-P-2108I

function

With code 582 (rear air conditioning) GF83.20-P-2108M

Coolant circulation pump, location/task/ GF83.20-P-2109I
function

With code 582 (rear air conditioning) GF83.20-P-2109M
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